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etude for electric guitar

ca. 2’30”

quietly. calm waters surrounded by ice and abject terror.

performance notes
polynya, or ever less should be performed extremely quietly, with trepidation and a glass test tube.
The piece is quiet in spite of the amplifier. This quietness arises from your technique, rather than simply turning your volume down.
Guitar tone should be clean, using the neck pickup and no effects (some reverb is fine, but keep the tone clear and warm). Amplifier gain should be moderately high, forcing you
to readdress your playing technique (playing with considerably less force than normal) to accommodate the dynamics, and revealing small tremors and artefacts in your actions.
These small artefacts of your performance (the sound of strings being touched, open strings resonating softly, etc.) are not incidental, they are a key part of the piece. The
performance should be fragile, so please avoid the urge to push the dynamics for the sake of clarity. Some notes may falter, some will be unstable and others may not sound at all
—this should be embraced. The extreme dynamic marking (sempre ppppppp) are a reminder to strive for an impractical and sometimes precarious limit.
Throughout the piece the guitar is bowed with a glass test tube (right hand) to create a fragile drone. Discrete notes are sounded by tapping with the left hand. Where strings are
plucked ‘normally’, consider just barely catching or stroking the string with the flesh of the fingertips rather than nails.
Let ring. Hang on pauses.
Still. Lights low.

glass bow
The guitar is bowed using a glass test tube.
Imperfections in the glass surface catch the string to produce rich artefacts in the tone and can be encouraged by slowing the bow speed. A
pitch is obtained by bowing an open or fretted string at (or around) fret XII. The bow is held in the right hand between the thumb and little
finger. The remaining three fingers are then left free to pluck notes as required.
It is possible to draw out overtones by varying the bow pressure around the harmonic node. The bow may also produce a close interval from the
bitone (auxiliary tone) produced behind the bow. Any bowed pitch fluctuations with these intervals can create interesting beating effects and should
be encouraged where possible.
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notation
glass bow
Bow speed is slow and ad-lib. Small pitch fluctuations are played by sliding the bow along the string. Unless otherwise noted, these
fluctuations should be no more than a quarter-tone.

Tangent: the bow strikes the string (softly, col legno battuto) to create an attack, then continues to bow.

Bitone / auxiliary tone: pluck string behind the bow (between nut and bow). Note the pitch fluctuations that follow in the interval created
between regular and auxiliary tones.

Move bow to fret to shift pitch of bowed line. Fluctuations in pitch are relative to the new position.

Overpressure: increased pressure of the bow draws out a (soft) grinding and unstable overtone/wolf tone.

Trill: rock bow or place bow tip between strings to alternately tap adjacent strings creating a soft trill effect. Let ring ad lib.

general

Left hand tap / finger-strike (not plucked with other hand) and hold. Avoid percussive ‘snaps’ onto fingerboard (this should still be very soft).
Noteheads in parenthesis are played with less energy—out of focus, like an echo, or a grace note. Almost as though just catching the tail of the sound’s
envelope, rather than its whole attack.
Boxed notes are fretted silently (in preparation for an action, such as the vibrato in bar 4 or chord shapes in bars 9, 10 and 14).
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